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Reading the history of a place in this way is like diving down through 

layers of time. These books of apparent facts are for me so thick with 

human nature that I would want them to accompany me into the next 

world, these comforting sentences of certainty.  

A paranoid, they say, is someone with all the facts. 

In his story The Aleph, Borges would have us believe that there is a place 

where everything can be seen simultaneously.  Having seen the Aleph, the 

narrator weeps because his eyes had seen 

‘that terrible secret, hypothetical object whose name has been usurped by 

men but which no man has ever looked upon: the inconceivable universe.’

The narrator cannot leave the house where the Aleph is because he 

needs it for his work. Setting down his words he thinks is hopeless as his 

ambition is to reconcile the simultaneous and the successive, what he saw 

was ‘simultaneous’ but he fails because what he writes is successive 

‘because language is successive’.

2. I am aware of certain recurring themes such as loss and exile that 

inevitably arise from descriptions of searching and discovery and from 

maps and charts. I think that in my choice of source there is an attempt to 

discover the hidden connections that bind human thought to the wider 



world. The use of the pencil transcription allows a psychic subtext to lie beneath 

the source material as if the pages are haunted or invaded by my hand or the 

presence of my reading. As if you can only read them through my eyes or over my 

shoulder. 
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Venice is a Penelope of a city the water weaves paths at night, undoing 

them all day with no Odysseus in sight, only sea.
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